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Disabled Activists Seek Freedom
"I'd Rather Go to Jail Than to Die in a Nursing Home"
STEPHANIE THOMAS

W

at good is the right to a ramp or
n equal opportunity to work if
you are stuck away in a nursing
home? For many people with disabilities,
nursing homes are more like prison cells
where residents serve as the commodity
for the long-term care industries. ADAPT,
a national disability rights group, seeks to
expose the exploitation of disabled people
by the health and nursing care industries
and win attendant care rights for people
with disabilities.
Currently, more than two million Americans are locked away in facilities from which
the health care industry brings in a cool
$65 billion plus a year, $40 billion from Medicaid alone. ADAPT wants to redirect at
least 25% of Medicaid's nursing home
funds to national attendant services programs. These funds would provide at-home
help with activities of daily living , such as
bathing, dressing, and eating. To this end,
ADAPT has drafted the Community Attendant Services Act (CASA) to achieve
this goal, and state versions are being promoted in Vermont, Wisconsin, Georgia,
Texas and New Mexico
Actions for Home Services.
ADAPT, which stands for American
Disabled for Attendant Programs Today,
sponsored a national gathering in Houston in May of this year. Record numbers of
Vol. 5, #7

Disability Activists from the Coalitio·n of Montana Concerned with Disabilities protest
an inaccessible airport renovation in Missoula.

disability rights activists joined the attendant care campaign and pulled together
many important parts of the issue of freeing people with disabilities from nursing
homes and other institutions. Action focused on the nation's third largest nursing
home corporation, Living Centers of
America, as well as the Congress, particularly the notorious House Majority Whip
TomDeLay.
This election-eve more than 500 ADAPT
RESIST Newsletter

members, activists with disabilities and our
supporters, will gather in Atlanta to continue the Olympian task of redirecting our
national long-term care funding from institutions to community-based services.
ADAPT is gathering in Atlanta November
2 through 7 to protest the national convention of the American Health Care Association, AHCA, the nursing home industry lobby group, which stands in the way
continued on page six
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The Disabled Left?
Challenges from a Disability Rights Activist
This article is part of a series which Resist is sponsoring throughout 1996, focusing on
the meaning, significance and direction of the "Left" in the United States. This discussion in the Newsletter endeavors to foster creative, productive discourse about the
direction and relevance of the Left today, as well as to examine various organizing
strategies for social change. We invite responses and letters to the editor on this series.

LAURA HERSHEY
n July 19 of this year, the ABC "news"
program 20/20 aired a report calling
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
excessive, expensive, and "grossly complex." Reporter John Stossel then urged repeal of the federal law, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability.
Stossel claimed that the ADA makes life
difficult for beleaguered business owners,
echoing the rhetoric of conservative politicians who frequently cite the ADA as an
example of an "unfunded federal mandate."
It was a perfect example of scapegoating, a
right-wing tactic of which people with disabilities are increasingly the targets.
In July, I was the keynote speaker at
the statewide conference of a newly formed
activist group, the Colorado Progressive
Coalition. Among other things, I said, "I
challenge you to think about who is in your
community .... Does it include people with
all kinds of disabilities?" I urged these organizers to integrate disability as a natural
part of a comprehensive progressive
agenda. My talk was warmly received; I
tentatively anticipated that it might set the
tone for a new partnership. I felt optimistic
as I added, "My disability experience, and
my disability activism, has shaped my
world-view, and my progressive politics."
I hoped a disability-rights perspective
might begin to influence their politics, too.
But in early August, I received a flyer
from this selfsame Colorado Progressive
Coalition. The group was sponsoring a
showing of a new video called "Stop the
Scapegoating!" The flyer elaborated: "With
the political conventions approaching, we
can expect that efforts to scapegoat people
of color, gay, lesbian, and bisexual people,
immigrants, the poor, and affirmative action recipients will again be on the rise.
This continued assault from the right on
diversity, civil liberties, and the Constitution must not go unchecked!" No mention
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of the scapegoating of disabled individuals, blamed by 20/20, 60 Minutes, and other
mainstream-to-right groups for a host of
social and economic ills.
Perhaps this should have come as no
surprise. Disability issues are usually absent from the progressive agenda- this despite the natural affinity between our concerns. The disability-rights movement, in
its radical form, measures human worth by
uniqueness and connection, rather than by
productive potential; it favors the empowerment of people over the sanctification of
profit. It insists on viewing disability in
social contexts- the classroom, the workplace, the community. It values nonconformity. In all these ways, the disabilityrights movement poses fundamental challenges to the capitalist-patriarchal status
quo, just as the radical progressive movement does. Joining together can only
strengthen both movements.
A smattering of progressives do recognize this. In some areas, local coalitions include disabled people and our issues. Some
of the leftist media, including Ms. and the
Progressive, report on the disability rights
movement with a measure of regularity.
Overall, however, the left ignores our presence, our participation, and our concerns.
But I still think there's hope- both for
the Colorado Progressive Coalition and for
the progressive movement nationally. Below, I identify several disability issues
which I think belong square in the middle
of the progressive agenda.

Resisting Oppression
Opportunities for equal participation
and mechanisms to combat discrimination
are essential to the progressive goal of creating a non-oppressive, non-hierarchical
society. Disability rights were enshrined in
federal law in 1990, with the passage of the
ADA. But like most U.S. civil rights legislation, the ADA is more rhetorical than
revolutionary.
RESIST Newsletter

Disability discrimination is an injustice
both parallel to, and linked with, other fonns
of oppression: racism, classism, sexism,
homophobia, etc. Many new writers with
multiple identities are documenting ways
in which these oppressions intersect. It's
essential for progressives to confront the
structures which systematically keep disabled people at the bottom-pitied or
scorned, and politically disenfranchised;
jobless, or in the worst jobs; controlled by
the "helping" professions, or denied any
help; homeless, institutionalized, or in the
poorest housing. Nondisabled people must
challenge their own privilege, in a world
constructed for those who possess what
is presumed to be normalcy.
When I talk about nondisabled privilege, I do not mean to evoke the sentimental adage: "There but for the grace of God
go I." Such a response is based on defining disability as a personal problem, rather
than as a social responsibility. It locates
our oppression in ourselves. Instead, we
on the left must work to clarify the social
construction of disabled people's exclusion, poverty, and/or dependence.
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We on the left must work to clarify the
social construction- of disabled people's
exclusion, poverty, and/or dependence.
Cultural Diversity
While people with disabilities still
struggle for recognition as a social minority group (rather than as a medical aberration), I would push even further- for acknowledgment of the disability community
as a distinct, emerging culture.
Not all disabled people agree with this.
Many claim to see disability as only incidental to their lives. Many suspect they
will be penalized if they're associated with
such a stigmatized group. Other disabled
people simply identify more strongly with
other groups or communities. It's true that
vast differences exist among us; disability
cuts across all social, economic, and demographic categories. Our experience of
disability is profoundly shaped by our race,
class, gender, geography, national origin,
religion, and sexual orientation.
Yet disability is, in some respects, unifying. People with disabilities are often
forced to fight for survival; we must invent
different ways to do the things that other
people do by convention; we often have a
keener awareness of our human limitations
and our mortality. Thus, even when we exist in isolation from other disabled people,
the circumstances of our lives may cultivate certain characteristics: tenacity, adaptability, etc. When disabled people get together, these characteristics become apparent. They may even multiply!
Our harsh histories, shared experiences,
and common strengths- these are the stuff
that communities and cultures are made of.
Writers, poets, painters, photographers,
musicians and dancers with disabilities are
producing art which explores the variegated landscape of disability. The progressive movement should honor the best of
this work for its diversity, its honest articulation of a minority experience, and its subversive potential.
Non-Violence
The peace and justice movement has
been outspoken in condemning torture,
capital punishment, police brutality, and
other forms of institutionalized violence.
Vol. 5, #7

Without exaggeration, some disabled
people have been subject to atrocities equal
to these crimes. Take, for example, the Behavioral Research Institute (BRI) in Massachusetts, which "treats" children and
adolescents with autism, mental retardation, schizophrenia, and other disabilities.
These young people endure sensory deprivation, extreme physical force, repeated
electric shocks, and long periods of immobilizing restraints-all in the name of behavior modification. Despite occasional
legal hassles, BRI continues its program
with little public scrutiny or objection.
Some disability activists have expressed
outrage about the goings-on at BRI; but
the progressive left has expressed nothing
at all. Why not? Can it be that we are in-

becile." In our case, the oppressors/namers
were the medical profession and the structures emanating from it. Our civil rights
movement has rebelled against these terms
and against the exploitation which they
represent. We have vigorously debated,
and continually evolved, terminology variously preferring "handicapped," "disabled," "people with disabilities," and now
(to recall and rehabilitate an old insult)
"cripple"-as in "CRIPPLE POWER."
Some ofus have begun to see ourselves
in that light: powerful, pissed-off. Demanding equality and acceptance, but critical of
the "mainstream." It's time the progressive
left begins to see us that way, too.
Leftist organizers often insist on using
euphemistic phrases which effectively
erase our identities-as in, "This conference welcomes physically challenged participants. If you are differently ab led, please
indicate any special needs which you may
have."
Granted, some people with disabilities
use the phrases "physically challenged,"
"differently abled," and so on. But those

We see ourselves in that light: powerful,
pissed-off. Demanding equality and
acceptance, but critical of the "mainstream."
timidated by a bunch of doctors and their
air of clinical authority? Don't we know a
human rights violation when we see one?
Or is it that we can't recognize it as such
when it happens to a disabled person?
By the way, one needn't go as far as
BRI to find examples of brutality toward
people with disabilities. Nm:sing homes
with pleasant-sounding names like "Terrace Vista" or "Mountain View Manor" incarcerate millions of people with disabilities. As Harriet Johnson, an activist friend,
reminded me, "The kindest nursing home
has more complete control and surveillance
than the meanest prison in the U.S."
Language/Self-Definition
Disabled pe.ople, like other oppressed
minorities, have often been labeled by our
oppressors, given hateful names. The epithets which were applied to us included
"cripple," "spastic," "defective," and "imRESIST Newsletter

ofus who are active in the disability rights
movement generally reject these terms as
an insulting denial of our life experience,
and of our hard-won community identity.
Economic Justice
In the U.S. (and many other industrialized countries) wealth travels upward.
People with disabilities, and the industries
that "serve" us, play a unique and rarelyanalyzed role in economies dominated by
corporate capitalism. Those people who
control economic structures-such as
medical equipment companies, nursing
homes, job training programs, etc.-use
their resources to increase their resources.
Like most capitalists, they depend upon
the existence of a group of people whom
they can exploit: people with disabilities.
It's not just our labor which is exploited;
it's our needs, our deficiencies, our depencontinued on page seven
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MT Activists Demand Accessibilty
DAPHNEHERLING

JnMontana, it is estimated that 133,000

too narrow for wheel chair passage and
inaccessible bathrooms. Working together
with Montana People's Action and local
unions, CMCD organized a demonstration
demanding that the store comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
With the media present, 40 to 50 people
with signs performed a public "walk
through" at the store, including a "use the

lpersons experience some type of disability, often facing discrimination and exclusion. The Coalition of Montanans Concerned with Disabilities (CMCD) believes
that the societal structures that perpetuate
such injustice will only be changed by the
systematic and intentional building of local organizations
owned by, and
dedicated to the
empowerment of,
people with disabilities.
Incorporated in
1992, CMCD's primary goal is to organize the disability
community and empower our membership to take an active role in shaping
our lives and circum stances.
CMCD is inclusive
of all disabilities. Its
mission is to promote the equal participation of all
Montanans in all
aspects of society
through the collec- ADAPT members Pau.1 Peterson, Michael Regnier, and Grace Sicotte
tive empowerment restaurant facilities at the Missoula airport.
of people with disbathroom" demonstration. CMCD leader
abilities. The majority of CMCD's memberMichael Regnier told the crowd, "We're
ship and all of its board members are people
here to tell Kmart something that will fiwith disabilities.
nally get the attention of the regional ofCMCD has achieved a number of nofice." After a threatened law suit, Kmart
table accomplishments in our short history,
has agreed to make appropriate renovations
including the establishment of a statewide
to the store.
membership of250 persons and an active
The Bozeman chapter conducted a pickcore leadership of approximately 3 5 in the
eting campaign against the local airport for
five chapter areas. CMCD seeks to blend
ADA violations in its recently remodeled
grassroots activism at the local level with
airport restaurant facilities. The chapter is
statewide legislative initiatives.
also beginning a new campaign as a result
of one member's personal experience
Taking it to the Streets
around lack of access at the local hospital.
For example, after discussions with the
The chapter intends to pressure Bozeman
store manager at a local Kmart failed, disDeaconess Hospital (BDH) to come into
ability activists in Missoula escalated their
compliance with the ADA, to ensure that
campaign for accessible facilities. "Kmart
people with disabilities feel comfortable
has been a thorn in the side," said CMCD
utilizing services, to establish regular comboard president Paul Peterson, citing doors
Page 4
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munication between BDH and Bozeman
Chapter, and to educate the public about
accessibility issues.
Chapters in Butte, Billings, and Great
Falls have also gained organizing momentum in the past six months. Local leaders in
Butte have identified a lack of accessible
units in the city's affordable housing as an
issue of concern. A new chapter was
formed in Billings
when people with disabilities asked CMCD
to help them organize.
They have been experiencing problems of
discrimination, poor
treatment and the
closing of routes by
the local transportation system. Finally,
the Great Falls chapter negotiated with
local television stations to secure
closed-captioning of
local news broadcasts.
Statewide
Organizing
Strategies
Statewide, CMCD
protest inaccessible
activists also secured
passage in 1993 and
1995 of bills which
substantially improved state law related to
designated accessible parking. CMCD's
current statewide activities are focused on
building the local chapters and the statewide coalition. This is being achieved
through providing support for local leadership and local issue campaigns and by
implementing the State Platform as approved at the 1996 Annual Meeting. Members voted to pursue the following major
items:
*To secure passage of a state law requiring state building code inspectors to
inspect exterior pathways of newly constructed buildings. As bizarre as it might
sound, there are many buildings in Montana that are perfectly accessible inside but
the parking and path of travel to the entrances are not.
September I 996

*To monitor and influence any changes
in Medicaid services.
*To support Montana Peoples' Action's
proposed Housing Trust Fund to ensure
that people with disabilities can buy or rent
affordable and accessible housing.
* To support the Montana Association
for the Blind' s proposed Braille Literacy Bill.
Eight CMCD members had an April meeting with Governor Racicot, presenting him
with a list of principles that should guide
Montana as the state prepares to respond
to federal changes in the Medicaid program.
He agreed to the broad principles with certain reservations that will be addressed as
the principles are fine-tuned. The principles
will be shared with key department people
to make sure that CMCD has a place at the
table as the agencies plan their responses
to federal mandates.

Creating Change is a Process
Perhaps equally as important to the
product of our work is the process by which
it is achieved. CMCD is committed to the
organizing process-that those who are
affected must be the ones that create the
solutions and that it is only by members
taking ownership of their organization that
work can be accomplished.
CMCD's objective is to be an avenue
for people with disabilities to translate their
own frustrations and experiences into creative collective action. In order to do this,
CMCD has adopted many of the values of
the national disability rights movement.
Mirroring the national movement has
helped to keep the organization focused
on the larger issues of social injustice and
not allow itself to be co-opted or influenced
by different factions of the disability com-

munity.
In a conservative state such as Montana, it is especially hard to stand firm as a
direct action organization willing to organize and to escalate tactics in accordance
to the level of resistance by those in power.
But by taking strength and support from
the histories and current activities of other
social justice movements, CMCD is able to
remain focused in the face of public disapproval.

Daphne Herling is the Executive
Director of the Coalition of Montanans
Concerned with Disabilities. CMCD
received a Resist grant in 1996 to
conduct organizer trainings. For more
information, contact CMCD, PO Box
5679, Missoula, MT 59806.

Mental Illness is no Shame:
Recovery Initiative Speaks Out Against Abuses
MIKE FONTANA

l "I Then the County Auditor and County
VV Commissioners in Cincinnati called
my writing "obscene," "filth," and "pornography," I knew I'd started my work to
combat the stigma against mental illness
with a bang.
The writing in question was a set of diaries I had kept in 1981, at age 19, while involuntarily committed to a state psychiatric hospital after a suicide attempt. Those
journals included incidents of sexual abuse
and helped me keep what little sanity I could
maintain in an environment filled with violence and abuse of every type, from staff
as well as patients.
The journals, entitled "Into The
Crocodile's Jaws," first saw print in 1994 in
the literary magazine Indiana Review and
were later published in The Consumer Network News, a local newsletter written by
and for people with mental illnesses.
Attacking the Messenger
Instead of investigating the abuses
which I suffered in the state-run facility,
the County Auditor, Dusty Rhodes, and
County Commissioners John Dowlin and
Bob Bedinghaus, asked the prosecutor and
sheriff to investigate the newsletter for
possible criminal prosecution. They threatVol. 5, #7

ened not only to cut funding for the consumer newsletter but also for two local consumer-run organizations, the Recovery Initiative and the Consumer Network.
It was at this point that the Consumer
Network and the Recovery Initiative contacted Resist to help us fight this threat of
censorship. The groups received a $200
emergency grant to purchase t-shirts reading "I Am a Consumer" for persons with
mental illness to wear to meetings where
funding was being discussed.
The support we received from Resist
helped us mobilize consumers for a campaign to counter the misinformation and
ignorance perpetuated by our local officials and media. Before this effort to censor us, a lot oflip-service had been paid to
consumer empowerment, but consumers
themselves were generally kept in the background. When these attacks started, suddenly the professionals ducked for cover
and left the consumers on their own. The
politicians and the media assumed they
could bully us into our previous silence,
and were taken by surprise when people
came out of the woodwork to state publicly that they were living with a mental
illness. People bombarded them with letters, phone calls, and a respectable physical presence at important meetings. Consumers also discovered that even if people
RESIST Newsletter

in Cincinnati didn't stand firm under these
attacks, there was a network of human
rights, disability rights, and other progressive activists around the country who supported them in their battle.
In addition to combating censorship and
funding cuts, the organizing campaign led
to exposure, through other local media, of
current abuses taking place at the Pauline
Warfield Lewis Center, Cincinnati's state
hospital. Consumers had been complaining about abuses at the local state hospital
for years without anyone believing them.
County Auditor Dusty Rhodes said in one
interview that my journals weren't relevant
today because abuses in state hospitals
were a thing of the past. Mr. Rhodes provided us with an opportunity to draw those
abuses into the public eye while simultaneously demonstrating how little local officials, charged with the responsibility for
administering and funding mental health
services, actually know about the mental
health system.
At this time we have sat through numerous meetings about this issue, and it
remains unresolved. The county
prosecutor's office has given the local
Mental Health Board an opinion related to
our newsletter, but the Board has yet to
share that information with us. Additioncontinued on page seven
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Disabled Activists Seek Freedom
continued from page one

of ADAPT' s goal.
The last time ADAPT took on the
AHCA was at their 1994 convention in Las
Vegas. On the profits and expense accounts
gleaned from locking folks away in their
facilities, AHCA was partying at the Hilton
Hotel made famous by the Tailhook incident. ADAPT took to the streets. At the
intersection of Paradise and Riviera Boulevards, in front of the Hilton and the Las
Vegas Convention Center, we erected a
cross with a wheelchair hanging from it to
remind all involved of the lives that have
been sacrificed to benefit that industry. As
the Las Vegas police moved in to arrest us,
they pulled on their latex gloves (a practice
adopted since the AIDS epidemic and
ACTUP demonstrations). In response,
ADAPT pulled on ours (350 people who
have catheters, bowel programs, and the
like are never in short supply of latex
gloves).
Getting on the Disability Bus
ADAPT began in 1983 as American Disab led for Accessible Public Transit (or
Transportation). Originally, 36 members
joined together to demand that a wheelchair lift be standard on every new city
bus. For seven years, ADAPT blocked
buses in cities across the United States,
sometimes chaining ourselves to them or
crawling on board inaccessible buses.
When the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) became law in 1990, it not only re-

Accessibility Grants
Resist actively seeks to fund the
additional costs of projects or events
which will make them accessible to
people with disabilities, such as sign
language interpreters or wheelchair
accessible venues. The events themselves must fit within Resist's funding priorities. If an organization receives an Accessibility Grant, it may
apply again for a different project
within the same 12-month period.
For more information and to receive
our grant guidelines, contact Resist,
One Summer Street, Somerville, MA
02143; 617/623-5110.
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quired that all new buses have lifts, but it
adopted into federal law the idea that access is a civil right.
Now over 5,000-members strong,
ADAPT has chapters in more than 32 cities and 27 states. One of the signature aspects of ADAPT is the passion our members bring to the struggle. Parallels with
the Civil Rights Movement of the 50s and
60s are easily drawn to get across the concept that the goal of our work is civil rights
for people with disabilities. The ·parallel
seemed most apt when we were fighting
for lifts on buses, and the line "we can't
even get on the back of the bus" went a
long way to make clear to those unfamiliar
with disability and accessibility what we
wanted.
In a real sense however, the disability
rights movement is in a much earlier stage
than the Civil Rights Movement. In many
ways it is much closer to the abolitionist
movement. Disability pride is shared
among a minority of our community, and
the attitude "better dead than disabled" is
quite prevalent among the general population, as well as among many people with
disabilities.
A Taste of Their Own Medicine
While "classic" civil disobedience challenges unjust laws by breaking those very
laws, ADAPT modified the approach.
Through our actions (as we call our protests) ADAPT has sought to contradict the
view that people with disabilities are helpless, sick, vulnerable and unable to direct
our own lives. ADAPT's protests seek to
challenge this view by forcing our opposition (AHCA, the health care lobby, politicians, etc.) to confront obstacles similar to
some of those their policies and laws place
in our lives.
For example, last fall, ADAPT chose to
create "obstacles" in the Lansing, Michigan, home of Governor John Engler, then a
potential vice-presidential candidate and
mastermind of the welfare reform and Medicaid block grants being promoted by Congress. Governor Engler repeatedly refused
to meet with ADAPT, even after letters,
phone calls and a takeover of his Michigan Republican Party Headquarters. We
had no choice but to find him at home. An
example of the underestimation of disabled
people: more than 300 wheelchair-users
were able to stroll through Engler's country club neighborhood, through his heavily
RESIST Newsletter

guarded-but unlocked-front gate right
up to his front door.
When he still refused to meet, ADAPT
shut down the state capitol building for an
afternoon, turning it into a nursing home
from which the legislators and lobbyists
were not free to go without ADAPT' s permission. (Most nursing homes try hard to
keep "residents" from coming and going
without their permission.) Some building
occupants felt the need to climb in and out
of first floor windows in their desire not to
lose control of their lives!
This was not ADAPT' s first "home
visit." House Speaker Newt Gingrich had
for several years met with ADAPT, promising to introduce ADAPT's draft legislation of the Community Attendant Services
Act. Yet Gingrich failed repeatedly to follow through. So in May of 1995 ADAPT
again went to the Speaker's office and, when
he was too busy to meet with us, took over
his apartment building. Gingrich's behavior was so outrageous, his landlords, United
Methodist Church officials, ended up joining ADAPT's call for Gingrich to act. Out
of town, off giving a speech at the state
department where he "could not be reached
by telephone" according to his staff,
Gingrich ended up slinking off to a hotel
for the night. In September, however, he
met with ADAPT making another series of
promises (which he has yet to live up to).
ADAPT actions have two goals: to create change addressing the issues we identify, and to empower people with disabilities to take control of our destiny and create a real place in society. As one Houston
attendee put it "I really have found no bigger rush than being with ADAPT folks at a
national action. There's an energy and a
power you take home with you. I was in a
nursing home for 12 years. I'd rather die
than go back! It's like we were chanting
'I'd rather go to jail than to die in a nursing
home.' Hell I'd rather go to jail than to have
anyone have to live in one."

Stephanie Thomas has been an organizer for ADAPTfor I 2 years. ADAPT
received a RESIST grant this year for
their national action in Houston. For
more information, contact the national
office ofADAPT in Denver at: PO Box
9598 Denver, CO 80209; or contact
ADAPT of Texas, I 3 I 9 Lamar Square
Drive #101, Austin, TX 78703.
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The Disabled Left?

Mental Illness is no Shame

continued from page three

continuedfrom page five

dence. Disability service organizations,
both for-profit and not-for-profit, have two
primary goals: to perpetuate and enlarge
the market for their services, and to control
as much of that market as possible.
The role of the "helping" professions
in the lives of disabled people raises a number of economic justice issues. These issues include: the contradiction between the
enormous amounts spent "serving" people
with disabilities, and the widespread unemployment and poverty of disabled people
themselves; the disparity between the pub1i c dollars spent to support disabled
people's independence, and the amount
spent to increase our dependency; and the
relative economic status of disabled people,
workers within the helping fields, and professionals within those fields. Pursuing inquiry into these topics can offer new insights into the structures of American capitalism. It may also demonstrate that disabled people play an essential role in those
structures.

ally, we just received a memo from the Board
where they discuss the newsletter issue
and make comments to the effect that they
will assume we have no First Amendment
rights, that they will develop a mechanism
by which to determine what content is appropriate for our newsletter, and that they
will especially prohibit "sexual" and "political" material. The latter two terms aren't
defined by the Board for us and, as you
might imagine, we are suspicious that this
might be an effort to silence our criticism
of how tax-supported psychiatric facilities
are run and patients are treated.

Disability and Progressive Crossover
Note that when I introduced the above
topics, I called them "disability issues."
Civil rights, non-violence, cultural diversity, economic justice, etc., are themes not
automatically thought of as "disability issues"- but they are. That's my point. So
are issues like education, health care, reproductive rights, anti-imperialism, gender
justice, labor organizing, and immigration.
All progressive issues are disability issues. Disability activists can offer their input on issues beyond disability rights, offer their concerns, questions, and even disagreements on the wide range of social justice issues that we pursue.
None of this is a one-way street. The
disability rights movement, too, needs to
develop a more sophisticated understanding, and a more radical. critique, of the economic structures which shape our lives.
The progressive movement, evoking the
memory of Paolo Fri ere, could help us with
that. Economics is a dialogue about who
gets what, and why. Disabled people need
to enter this dialogue, because more and
more, it's about us.

Civil Rights for the Mentally Ill
The Recovery Initiative and the Consumer Network have been involved in other
actions to improve the status of consumers, including a successful letter-writing
campaign to a local pizza chain to stop a
radio ad that made fun of mental illness; a
letter-writing, phone call and fax campaign
to fight cuts and caps on food-stamps; research on, and exposure of, insurance company discrimination in coverage against
persons with a mental illness.
We're at our infancy as a social justice
movement in Cincinnati. This may be the
first time that any group of people locally
have come right out and said "I live with a
mental illness, but that doesn't mean you

can trample on my rights." Like other civil
rights and liberation movements, the empowerment of persons with a mental illness
has the potential for huge repercussions
on society. At its most basic level, any effort to silence persons with a mental illness
is just another effort to stifle dissent of
expression, thought and affect.
In Nazi Germany it was 50,000 "mentally
ill" people inside of mental hospitals who
served as guinea pigs to test the lethality
of Cyklon-B gas before it was used more
widely on Jews, gypsies, gays and lesbians, and political dissenters. The majority
of people being treated for "mental illness"
today are the same people silenced and
marginalized by other social institutions in
the U.S.: people of color, women, and the
poor. History is littered with the corpses of
political dissenters who were labeled 'insane' and then locked away. We' re saying
that what has been medicalized as mental
illness is oftentimes only a different way of
viewing the world, which is seen as dangerous by enforcers of the status quo.

Mike Fontana is Education Manager for
the Recovery Initiative and has been a
community activist in Ohio for the past
ten years. For more information, contact
the Recovery Initiative, 2601 Melrose
Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45206.

Postal Reclassification Making You Crazy?
Help is Here!
As many grassroots groups already know, as of July 1, 1996, the U.S. Postal Service
requires that standard (formerly "bulk") mail be pre-sorted by ADCs (Area Distribution
Centers) to receive discounts. If you don't know what this means, it probably doesn't
apply to you. However, if you do know, we can help you convert your zip code list to
ADC order if your oganization fits the following criteria:
• Non-profit social change group

• Mail to at least 200 addresses

• Use a dBase-style database

• Use an IBM-compatible computer
(DOS or Windows)

A Resist donor has generously designed a program that creates and fills an ADC
field within your database, thereby allowing you to order your list by ADCs. To
receive a copy of this program, please indicate if you need a 5 1/4 or 3 1/2 disk and
send $2 to cover mailing costs to:
Resist• One Summer Street• Somerville, MA 02143.

Laura Hershey is a disability rights
activist and poet who lives and works in
Colorado.
Vol. 5, #7

No technical support is offered. However, written and on-screen instructions are
included with the program.
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GRANTS
In each issue ofthe Newsletter we
highlight a few recent RESIST grant
recipients. This month we feature grants
awarded at our August Board meeting.
For more details about these grants,
write to the organizations themselves at
the addresses listed below.

AFSC Criminal Justice Program
I 4 I 4 Hill Street
Ann Arbor, Ml 48 I 04

The American Friends Service Committee
(AFSC) has operated a criminal justice
program in Michigan since 1970. Since
1988, AFSC has advocated for changes in
~he prison system which will support a
prisoner's exercise of her or his right of
self -expression and assist prisoners in
advocating on their own behalf. Some of
their current campaigns include: youths
sent to adult prisons, health care issues
in prison, chaining of prisoners, and
wiretapping of prisoner telephone calls.
Currently, inmates are allowed to make
a limited number of collect calls to
approved family members. These phone
services are provided at rates significantly higher than those charged to the
general public, estimated to net a profit of
more than $8,000,000 annually for the

Department of Corrections.
A Resist grant of$974 will help AFSC
organize to redress the injustices arising
from the present Michigan Department of
Corrections telephone policies for
prisoners and their families.

GABRIELA-Chicago

Cove Mallard Coalition

34 King Arthur Court #1 I
Northlake, IL 60 I 64

P. 0. Box 8968
Moscow, ID 83843
The Cove Mallard Coalition is a grassroots environmental group based in
North Central Idaho. The geographic area
known as Cove/Mallard is a wildlife corridor home to a number of endangered
species. For the past five years, the Cove
Mallard Coalition has organized a summer
campaign for on-site protests of timber
sales in the area. Protesters monitor timber sales, document their environmental
impact, and meet with officials of the U.S.
Forest Service to express their concerns.
The ultimate goal of the Coalition is to
stop all road building and timber cutting
in the area, and to have Cove/Mallard
become protected wilderness. Cove/
Mallard is part of the Greater Salmon
Selway Ecosystem, which is America's
largest complex ofroadless wildlands.
A Resist grant of$974 for general

Join the RESIST Pledge Program

By becoming a pledge, you help
guarantee RESIST a fixed and
dependable source of income on which
we can build our grant-making
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder
along with your newsletter. We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded and the other work being
done at RESIST.

Yes/ I'll become a
RESIST Pledge.
I'll send you my pledge of $_ _
every month/two months/
quarter/six months (circle one).
[ ] Enclosed is initial pledge
contribution of $___ .
[ ] I can't join the pledge program

now, but here's a contribution of
$_ _ _ to support your work.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ __

••
•
•
Resist• One Summer Street• Somerville, MA 02143
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
So take the plunge and become a
RESIST Pledge! We count on you, and
the groups we fund count on us.
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Founded in 1988, GABRIELA-Chicago is
the local affiliate of GABRIELA Network
USA, a national women's solidarity organization. GABRIELA-Chicago formed
after a speaking tour in which a feminist
leader from the Phillippines challenged
Filipinas in Chicago and their supporters
to organize themselves into a women's
collective. GABRIELA's work focuses on
educating, organizing and mobilizing
women, particularly Filipinas and other
women of color, for social change.
Resist's grant _o f$974 will help fund
GABRIELA-Chicago's conference: !sang
Daang Taon Pakikibaka: JOO Years of
Struggle. This will be a one-day celebration ofGABRIELA's history and will
contribute to the five-year U.S. national
campaign of the Philippine Sentenaryo
(Centennial of Independence).

JUST ECONOMICS
218 Wilson
Albany, CA 947 I 0

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
We'd like you to consider
becoming a RESIST Pledge.
Pledges account for over
25% of our income.

support will be utilized for the summer
campaign and to assist participants
engaging in demonstrations and nonviolent civil disobedience.

•

JUST ECONOMICS is a center devoted
to helping individuals and groups identify and understand economic policies
and the economic roots of social problems. JUST ECONOMICS provides a
training forum to decipher economics and
help people confidently express their
own views on how to solve current economic problems. Workshops begin with
the premise that economics is not a mathbased science, but a human creation.
JUST ECONOMICS helps participants
think about how our culture and values
are the basis for economic policies and
uses "live illustrations" to make the information clear and memorable .
A Resist grant of$974 will enable
JUST ECONOMICS to purchase a laser
printer and subscribe to the internet.
September 1996

